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Ascot® WF Digital Wi-Fi Radiators 
(Fluid Technical) 
Aluminium thermal emitter, with high density heat transfer fluid. It is characterised by thermal inertia 
and homogenous distribution of temperatures. Digital, programmable wi-fi thermostat, that allows 
controlling of the device from any location through a mobile device, Amazon Alexa and Google 

Home (requires USB  Multilink installation)  

 Product Specifications 
- Programmable digital thermostat (7 days, 24h) 
- Inteligent control anticipation activation 
- Historical consumed energy function 
- Geo-location: Activate/Deactivate based on location from units 
- Alexa & Google Home compatible 
- 1.5 meter flex with 3 pin plug 
- Wall Brackets included  
- PID proportional regulation system that product an optimal   
 performance 
- Advance activation system through intelligent technology (ITCS) 
- Open Window sensors function 
- Comfort, economic and anti-frost mode 
- Consumed energy meter (Last 24h, 7 days & 30 days) 

- Aluminium cast body (Made in Spain)  - Silent thermo-start: Regulated by Triac  
- Electronic PCB (Made in France)   - Safety thermal limiter 
- RoHS Compliant     -  Fully LOT20 Compliant     
- Voltage 220-240V. Frequency 506-60Hz.  - Integral thermostat accurate t 0.1 degrees   
- 10 year body warranty, 2 year electronics  - IP2X  
Multilink: Allows for 31 Units to be connected to the same network. Maximum 200m in open field from first heater, 
30m with 2-3 inner walls. The emitters form a ring subnet, each unit acts as a signal repeater so that units can be 
connected with great distances from the multilink. A signal can be retransmitted up to 4 times, therefore allowing for 
greater distances. 

Details accurate at time of issue Ascot® WF Digital radiator Datasheet

Power (W) Width (mm) Hight (mm) Depth (mm) Elements Weight (KG)

500 335 575 95 3 7

1000 575 575 95 6 12.5

1500 815 575 95 9 17.7

1800 975 575 95 11 21.3
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